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IF THERE IS TO BE A HASTINGS COMMUN ITY, THE STUDENT S MUST HAVE A VOICE 
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March 18,2002 
School's Recycling 
Thrown Out With Trash 
/'.1 Rot/eric/.. Wi/liulI/ .l. 3L 
This article contains a shock-
ing fact about Hastings' recyc~ ing 
program-brace yourse lf. Last 
seme~ter, a group of five concerned 
Hastings students set out to improve 
the Hastings recycling system on 
campus. Shortly into the investiga-
tion, the group discovered that there 
is IIV recycling system on the Hastings 
campus. While you may notice bins 
in select areas in the 198 and 200 
buildings that are de~ignated for cans, 
gla~s, pla~tic or paper, the content~ of 
the bin~ usually end up in the tra~h 
dumpsteroubide. Thanks to the 
efforts of this group of students 
working with the administration, soon 
the program will likely change. 
Catherine Perry, and Brian Collins, 
wrote a grant proposal in an attempt 
See Recycling .. .. ... .. .. .... Page 3 
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Hastings Security Guard 
Prevents Fire, Saves Life 
b,l' Somh P e r l! I"III OII, 2L 
On Sunday, February 17, 
Security Guard Romney Rhodes was 
on duty in the lobby of 200 
McAllister when two pedestrians 
ran in and reported that a woman 
down the street had tried to set her 
apartment building on fire and was 
in the process of trying to ignite 
herse l f. His partner proceeded to 
call 911 while Rhodes rushed down 
McAllister Street to analyze the 
si tuat ion. 
Upon reaching the apart-
ment building at 270 McAlli ster, 
the guard saw a woman in her mid-
30's holding a c igarette li ghter in 
her right hand with a half-gallon of 
li ghte r fluid at her feel. The 
woman "was drenched in ligh ter 
fluid," said Rhodes. so much so 
"that a puddle had formed" at her 
feet from the fluid dripping off her 
clothes. 
Rhodes engaged the woman 
See Rhodes .................. Page 9 
Upon discovering the actual 
destination of the contents of these 
"recycling" bins, the group of stu-
dents, consisting of Penny Godbold , 
Emily Landsverk, Kristen Rompf, 
Stanford Uni vL! rsity PrL!sident EIllL! ritus Gerhard Casper delivering the Anderson Lecture 
PholO bl' Frail Marsh 
Eminent Scholar Steps Into The Gap 
17,1' fill/II R({\\'{/II , 2L the former Chief Pol itical Correspon-
dent of the ew York Times ; he 
On Friday March I, the 1066 recently published Presidelll NixolI: 
Foundation ho~ted the 12th Annual A/aile ill the While HOllse (October 
Anderson Lecture in the LBML. Due 200 I). The Hastings intelligentsia was 
to a medical emergency concerning hi s rescued from intellectual frust ration, 
wife, the scheduled ~peaker, Richw'd however, thanks to the heroic efforts 
Reeve~, wa~ roreed to cancel j ust a of Gerhard Casper, President Emeritus 
few days before the event. Reeves is of Stanford Uni vers ity, former dean of 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• the Uni versity of Chicago Law School, • • • • and longtime pwtner in crime of our 
: WHAT'S INSIDE : : beloved Dean (whom Casper refers to 
: P 2 HASTINGS HOCKEY : simply as "Mary Kay") on the Ameri -
• AGE • can Law Inst itute. 
• • 
• PAGE 4 STUDENT COMMENTARY • Casper pu lled a proverbial all -
: : nighter (according to sources close to 
: PAGE 6 A&EI " T ASTE" : the President Emeritus, replete with 
• • 2AM Domino's deli very and high-
: PAGE 10 EDITORIAL : decibel Wagner on the sound system) 
: PAGE 11 LETTERS TO THE EDITOR : to prepare a scintillating lecture on 
• • "The Concept of Citizenship in a • • • • • ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Contemporary World." Casper was 
formally introduced by George King, 
President of the 1066 Foundation and 
insurance expert at the firm of King, 
King, & Fi~hleader in Oakland. King 
announced that the 1066 Foundation 
has just reached it s highest number of 
individual donors since its founding in 
197 1. King then brietly sketched 
Casper's illustrious ccu'eer, including 
his fi rst law degree, which he earned in 
196 1 atthe University of Hamburg in 
the Federal Republic of Germany (then 
West Germany), an LL.M. he received 
from Yale in 1962, and a Ph .D. from 
the Universit y of Freiburg. Casper's 
focus du ring his legal career has been 
in the fields of Constitutional Law, 
History, Compcu'ative Law, and 
Jurisprudence. In 1997, he published 
Sep(/rating Power: Ess(/ys 0 11 the 
FOllnding Period. [n addition to his 
membership on the ALI, Casper also 
is a member of the [nternational 
Academy ofCompmati ve Law. 
Stepping up to the plate, 
Casper opened with a quote from 
Canto VIU of Dante's Divine Comedy, 
"Would it be worse for Illan on earth if 
he were not a citizen') Yes, I re-
sponded, and for thi s propo~ition no 
proof is needed." Dante was a particu-
larly appropriate author to quote on 
the subject of citi zenship, Casper 
explained, as he was himselfcxi led 
from h.is nati ve Florentine republic 
(getting exiled was a major Renais-
sance pastime). Dante's view, how-
ever, was characterized by a civic 
speciticity quite alien to our times. 
Casper pointed out that although states 
See Casper.. ... ............ .. Page 9 
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Hastings Hockey Tied For First Heading Into Playoffs 
by Ronnie Wagner, 3L 
Ice intensity is everywhere, 
from Salt Lake City to the Oakland 
Ice Center. The thrill of victory and the 
joy of flying down the ice are not the 
exclusive province of hockey stars 
such as Mike Modano and Joe Sakic. 
Competitive ice hockey thrives in the 
Bay Area! Just ask ROlmie Wagner 
3L, captain of the Hastings ice hockey 
team, the Mighty Owls. "Our squad 
has exceptional chemistry, and tons of 
fun, on and off the ice," declares 
Wagner, "our success over the summer 
helped us develop into an extremely 
cohesive unit." 3L's Glen Miles and 
Mieke Eoyang belong to the team's 
loyal fan base, attending games and 
cheering the players on. The fans make 
up with enthusiasm what they lack in 
numbers! Although the teanl is not 
officially affiliated with Hastings, it 
continuously seeks to attract more 
players and spectators from the 
The new and improved Mighty Owls Hockey Team at the Oakland Ice Center. Photo courtesy of Ronnie Wagner 
school. 
TeamBio 
Founded by David Seward 
(Hastings CFO) and Wagner, the 
Owls finished the summer season in 
first place, losing the championship 
game by a single goal. "You have a 
very competitive team," said league 
Hockey Director, Andre LaCroix, 
former Philadelphia Flyer and WHA 
scoring champion. During the fall 20-
game regular season, which runs from 
October to March, the Mighty Owls 
flock to the rink to do battle on the ice. 
Players are thrilled to have this ideal 
source of physical activity, which is 
often sacrificed to the rigors oflaw 
school. They also look forward to 
team social events, including a parking 
lot barbecue and a team party. The 
Owls compete in a 6-team division, 
and are currently tied for first place 
Hastings Law News 
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From Dialogue Comes Tl1Ith 
with a record of 11-3-4. With four 
regular season games remaining, they 
have high hopes for the playoff series. 
To see the Owls' schedule, go to 
www.oaklandice.com. adult hockey 
link. Thanks to Louis Smith, 2L, the 
Owls now have a website: http:// 
www.geocites.comlowlsonice!. 
New Members 
During the two-week break 
between seasons, Wagner scouted 
players, adding defenseman Duff 
Beach, 2L, and left wing Louis Smith, 
2L, to the Owls' lineup. "These 
players have created more depth. 
They are strong, fast, able skaters, 
with powerful shots. They reinforce 
our competitive edge." As a teenager, 
Beach played intramural hockey for 
Stanford, and later competed for the 
University of Wisconsin, where he 
scored on the likes of current NHL 
goalie, Jim Carey. Beach enhanced the 
Owls' look by procuring new, profes-
sional-style jerseys, which retain the 
blue and gold logo designed by Kurt 
Putnam, 3L. Smith played high school 
hockey in Boston, in the same league 
as Philadelphia Flyers' forward Jeremy 
Roenick. Smith also played intramural 
hockey in college, and has coached a 
women's team. 
Team composition 
The Owls have 17 players, 
ranging in age from 19 to 62. They 
have 5 women players. "We beat 
teams that have no women or over-
40's," explains Wagner, "which makes 
us proud of our record." Hastings 
prospects include 2L's Katherine 
Altemus, Doug Bria, and Mike 
Gorback. Altemus currently partici-
pates in the Oakland adult hockey 
developmental program, and Bria, 
who played street hockey as a teen, 
has subbed for the Ow Is and is 
expected to join in the surruner. The 
student players balance their studies 
with the hockey season; Smith, 
Altemus, and Bria are moot court 
competitors, and Beach is on the 
Constitutional Law Quarterly. 
3L John Loveman, alternate 
captain, continues to be the star player 
of the lineup. "His remarkable skills 
and generous passing raise the level of 
play," notes Wagner, "he has a 
passion for the game of ice hockey, 
and that really fires the team up." 
Loveman played college hockey for 
the University of Montana Grizzlies. "I 
just want to play every day!" says 
Loveman, the team's scoring leader. 
His enthusiasm promotes great dedica-
tion to hockey; some of the players 
attend 5 a.m. Saturday scrimmages in 
Santa Rosa,just for fun and extra ice 
time. Others, when invited, remark, 
"you guys are nuts!" 
Future plans 
Seward, an aggressive, goal-
scoring defenseman, encourages 
interested student hockey players to 
get involved with the team. All are 
invited to attend Owls games. For 
further information, email 
ronniewagner@mindspring.comor 
sewardd@uchastings.edu 
olurne 32, Issue 6 
Recycling ... ......... From Page 1 
to address the problem. Rather than 
force dedicated students to carry their 
recyclable goods down the block to 
McAllister Tower, which actually does 
recycle, the group hopes to implement 
a program in the 198/200 buildings. 
The failure of the current 
Hastings recycling program can be 
attributed to several factors. Perhaps 
the beginning of the problem is the 
existing recycling bins. There are very 
few bins in the school's two main 
buildings (198 and 200 McAllister 
St.), and most of those bins look a lot 
like trashcans. The receptacles in the 
Law Cafe area- a potential recycling 
goldrnine-sit in banks with the 
trashcans. Hastings students are 
presumably capable of figuring out 
what goes where, but it is clear that 
the system needs work, and the 
confusing signs and thoroughly indis-
tinct recycling bins lead a prospective 
recycler to the suspicion that it does 
not matter where trash or recyclable 
goods are deposited. 
The end result of the bin 
confusion is that trash is mixed with 
recyclable goods. The adrninistrati~n 
maintains that it is enthusiastic toward 
working with students to incorporate a 
recycling program into the school's 
waste removal service, however there 
is concern about the cost of recycling. 
There are currently no staffworkers 
available to separate the trash from all 
the campus recycle bins. Thus, 
students, faculty, staff and the general 
public who deposit trash in bins that 
are not necessarily clearly marked for 
recycling contribute to the problem. 
Still, the administration has no contract 
with a recycling company to pick up 
the recycled goods even if they were 
perfectly separated in the bins. While 
the argument that there is no contract 
because there is no-one currently on 
the payroll to sort trash from recy-
clable goods may be a logical explana-
tion or a convenient excuse, the 
solution appears attainable and all 
parties claim willingness to cooperate. 
The company with whom the 
school contracts for trash removal, 
Golden Gate Disposal, also provides 
recycling pickup services. Hastings 
may receive cash for the recyclable 
goods it submits for recycling once the 
program is operational. However, 
Golden Gate Recycling (as would any 
recycling company) requires that the 
recyclable materials be placed in a 
"central distribution area." There is 
currently a dearth of space in the 198 
building loading dock area, the site of 
the trash dumpster. While this ob-
stacle should not stand in the way of a 
workable recycl ing program, it is 
currently a problem that eludes easy 
solution, aside from evicting parking 
spaces cWTently set aside for adminis-
tration or staff. 
Thus, the problems boil down 
to vaguely marked bins, not enough 
bins, not enough room, and not enough 
money. ASUCH recently voted to 
form a recycling committee to oversee 
the implementation of the new campus 
recycling program. The Hastings 
Environmental Law Society has also 
expressed a willingness to help launch 
and maintain the recycling program, 
including appointing a student recycling 
facilitator. 
While the administration is 
posed a program to reduce paper use 
on campus. In its Paper Reduction 
Plan, the group advises that Hastings 
could apply to the City of San Fran-
cisco for funds to purchase paper 
recycling bins. 
Like most institutions, Hastings 
uses an inordinate amount of paper. 
The Paper Reduction Plan addresses 
the following problems: the quantity of 
paper consumed, the type of paper 
used, and actually recycling the paper. 
The Hastings Purchasing Department 
estimates that 50% of its departmental 
supply budget goes to paper, yet the 
school has no method of tracking 
paper use. Outside McAllister Tower, 
no paper is currently recycled at 
Hastings. In addition, a number of 
standard habits and practices at 
Hastings result in wasted paper. For 
Recycling bins currently in the Law Cafe. Photo by Reid1i Lee 
hesitant to allocate funds toward a 
functional recycling program, Hastings ' 
garbage bill last year was $35 ,462. 
Golden Gate University halved its 
garbage bill after implementing a 
successful recycling program. Be-
cause garbage removal services charge 
per load, reducing the number ofloads 
by the amount of recyclable goods in 
the trash presents a double benefit: 
less loads of garbage, and possible 
positive cash flow from selling the 
goods to a recycling company. 
The Hastings recycling group 
has submitted a grant proposal to 
implement the bottle and can recycling 
program to the California Department 
of Conservation. Included in the 
bottles category are both glass and 
plastic recyclable materials. The 
proposal requests funds for 61 new 
recycling bins for the 198 and 200 
buildings. The group has also pro-
instance, most printers and copiers at 
Hastings do not allow double-sided 
printing, and the SIC folder method of 
dropping notices to each of Hastings' 
1,200+ students creates a small 
mountain of paper almost daily. 
To reduce the quantity of 
paper consumed on campus, the grant 
suggests purchasing standard account-
ing software, such as Quickbooks, 
that enables the tracking of each 
department's paper purchasing re-
quests . This way, the department--or 
a recycling facilitator- may track 
paper use campus-wide, and adjust 
paper reduction efforts accordingly. 
The plan will also recommend that the 
school only purchase printers and 
copiers capable of double-sided 
printing. The SIC folder system 
wherein students are notified of events 
via papers dropped in their SIC 
folders will likely be changed to an 
HASTINGS LAw NEWS 3 
entirely email-based system. 
The library and faculty offices 
undoubtedly produce an abundance of 
recyclable paper that now heads to 
landfills, thus the plan cal1s for paper 
recycling bins in many faculty offices 
and throughout the library. In addition, 
the campus reprographics office can 
create bound scratch pads with paper 
that has been used on only one side. 
Hastings currently uses non-
recycled, chlorine-bleached paper. 
Paper accounts for approximately one 
third ofthe contents of the nation's 
landfills, and the chlorine compounds 
used to bleach the paper produces 
dioxins. Dioxins cause cancer. It is 
possible to purchase chlorine-free 
recycled paper. This paper is more 
expensive than toxic paper; however, 
the money Hastings will save in 
reduced garbage removal costs and 
the gains from sel1ing recycled goods 
once a system is in place should cover 
the increased costs of environmentally 
responsible paper. Furthermore, while 
double-sided printers and copiers may 
also cost more than those currently in 
service at Hastings, the money saved 
or gained through a successful recy-
cling program should contribute to 
offsetting (if not totally offsetting) the 
difference. 
It is worth noting that students 
pick up habits in school that often 
linger throughout their careers. Stu-
dents will be brought up to speed on 
Hastings' new recycling policies at 
each year's new student orientation. 
In addition, periodic emails and 
strategically placed posters wi l1 remind 
students, faculty, and staff ofth~ 
campus recycling system. Most . 
members of the Hastings community 
express a willingness to recycle and 
express concern when products are 
not recycled (in fact, in its research, 
the recycling group found many 
members ofthe staff and administra-
tion who diligently use both sides of 
printed papers, and carry their used 
paper to supposed recycling bins). If 
you would like information on the 
proposed Hastings recycling pro-
grams, email penny@projectzero.com 
Cross your fingers and watch for 
multi-colored bins around campus in 
the coming months (or next semester). 
Once Hastings implements a functional 
recycli ng progranl, it may use its 
program as a symbol of its responsibil· 
ity, stewardship, and commitment to 
encouraging sound consumption 
practices. In the meantime, please 
practice putting recyclable materials 
their appropriate receptacles. 
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Commentary/ Student Opinion 
La Raza Fundraising, Academic 
Efforts Snubbed By Administration 
by Adriana Brava-Partain, 3L 
As the end of the year ap-
proaches, I would like to share some 
of my experiences with the Hastings 
community both as a student and as 
the president of La Raza Law Stu-
dents Organization. I offer this article 
based on my own experiences and 
observations and point out that this 
does not necessarily represent the 
opinions of the entire organization. 
This year, La Raza's presence 
extended from within Hastings to the 
local community and to a national 
level. Within Hastings, we have 
continued our cultural day tradition 
(though for many this year's Dia De 
La Raza had a somber feel because of 
September 11). Individually, La Raza 
students are journal editors, compete 
in moot court teams, and raise hun-
dreds of dollars for Hastings through 
participating in the annual "phonathon" 
fundraiser. We also provide volunteers 
for various school functions and 
events. 
Within the community, we 
reach out to local elementary school 
children. Currently, we have a re-
served date to volunteer for the St. 
Anthony Foundation. More impor-
tantly, and the focus of this story, we 
enhanced Hastings' reputation and its 
name at a national level by co-hosting 
the 5th Annual National Latino Law 
Students Conference last semester. It 
is our continued participation in the 
Hastings community that make the 
complete lack of support from the 
administration that much more dis-
heartening. 
This year La Raza was in the 
unique position to co-host the national 
conference with Boalt School of Law 
La Raza. This conference coincided 
with The'Berkeley La Raza Law 
Journal 's symposium and honored 
several legal dignitaries including newly 
appointed California Supreme Court 
Justice Carlos Moreno, former 
California Supreme Court Justice Cruz 
Reynoso, ChiefJustice of the New. 
Mexico Supreme Court Particio 
Serna, and Hon. Sonia Sotomayor of 
the U.S. Court of Appeal for the 
Second Circuit. Our very own Dean 
Martinez was also a panelist. These 
are just a few ofthe speakers that will 
be mentioned by nan1e. Overall, the 
event brought together hundreds of 
students,judges, professors and 
practitioners from throughout the 
United States. La Raza was very 
excited to be a part of an event of such 
ambitious magnitude since this type of 
gathering was unprecedented. 
Co-hosting the conference 
would mean that Hastings La Raza 
would have to contribute to, among 
other things, the cost of bringing in 
keynote speakers as well as the cost 
of advertising. I mistakenly felt that our 
law school's administration would be 
excited about receiving national 
recognition at this prestigious confer-
ence (especially since La Raza would 
do all the work to make it happen). 
Instead, a top adrninistrator turned La 
Razaaway. 
We were, however, given 
permission to fundraise with two 
exceptions: (1) we were expressly 
told not to contact Dean Kane for 
funding, and (2) we were not to 
contact any alunmi directly. This was a 
disappointment because we thought 
that our alunmi would morally support 
this conference and would provide 
financial support. To the school's 
credit, Hastings did consfnt to ad-
vancing us money as long as we paid it 
back. 
In contrast, Boalt Hall's 
Dean's Office and Student Services 
Office gave Boalt La Raza over $5000 
for the same conference. 
Moreover, additional costs 
were forced on La Raza when we 
were denied the use of the Skyroom to 
host a VIP welcome reception for the 
conference. We had to take the event 
off campus and pay a facilities use fee, 
plus the additional cost of non-dis-
counted food (the Law Cafe gives a 
discount to student groups). After a 
representative from La Raza explained 
that Latino students and judges would 
See La Raza ... .............. Page 5 
A Musing Commute 
by Art Macomber, 2L 
Why is it so hard to be 
Conservative these days? In days of 
yore, we believed equal opportunity 
would obliterate unequal conditions 
because minorities had individual 
liberty. Barry Goldwater believed in 
individual liberty, when Right was 
Right and people were free. BuJ then, 
we Conservatives took the big 
government pill, Nixon turned 
Keynesian, and we decided to 
accomplish ideals with force. This 
poor old Conservative had to give up 
individual liberty for corporate kow-
tow, enforced by soft money and 
protectionist preference. Individual 
Liberty was swept aside for Federal 
Power. What is Right to a good 
Conservative now? 
We used to have Radio 
Free Europe, with freely spoken ideas 
empowering individual freedom, 
replacing sodden tyrannies with 
vibrant democracy, fighting the good 
fight against Communism and bringing 
real news to stifled peoples. Today, all 
of this is seen as insufficient. To do 
what is Right, the world needs direct 
moneykeeping and peacekeeping 
intervention from Big Government 
such as the World Bank and the 
United Nations. Argentina's finances, 
the latest casualty efWorld Bank 
intervention, mimic 18th century 
bloodletting, where the doctor 
emerged unscathed while the patient 
died. The shifting loyalties of the 
United Nations may rival an Mghan 
warlord's, but they provide a conve-
nient way to safeguard American 
corporate resource flows to the 
Northern Hemisphere while keeping 
Americans safe at home. Peacekeep-
ing morphs to nation building without 
a shred of freedom in sight. Ah, 
Liberty, your candle flickers dim! 
Conservatives fought tooth-
and-nail to enact NAFT A, with its 
3,000 plus pages of intricate regula-
tion in the name of an unfettered 
market. War is peace when NAFT A 
is free trade. Conservative free trade 
ideals used to involve minimal govern-
ment, not total government control. 
Freedom is slavery when the INS is 
touted as immigration, naturalization or 
service. Free trade meant individual 
liberty to move goods and travel freely, 
until protectionist Conservatives 
redefined what is Right and Free. 
Immigrants with respect for freedom 
used to learn the language of their new 
country, at liberty to build their own 
futures. Now they claim health, 
education and welfare, in their native 
tongue, as a right for sneaking under a 
fence. This is never Right, unless you 
are hiding behind some Bush or 
another. 
The Freedom-to-Farm bill 
morphs into a Welfare-from-Big-
Government Bill as Bush #2 bows to 
corporate farms with a new 175 billion 
dollar ten-year budget for farm wel-
fare. That 80-plus percent of this 
welfare goes to farms over 1500 acres 
does not prevent marketing this budget 
with bucobc rural visions of Auntie Em 
and heartland Kansas. Selling it as 
helping family farms, Conservatives 
trade on urban ignorance, while 
purchasing farm States for the next 
election. Don't argue with me, I bved 
Right in Idaho farm country, where 
Conservatism equals government farn1 
welfare. If you don't know that 
Idaho's J.R. Simplot suppbes over 
50% of the french fiies sold by 
McDonald's worldwide on the backs 
of the American taxpayer, then you are 
not paying attention. 
I wanted to be a modern 
Conservative, until they devised the 
fiction of market trading of pollution 
rights in order to maintain the corpo-
rate status quo. Conservatives appar-
ently cannot exercise stewardship, 
thus, environmental laws run 
See Commute ............... Page 5 
Editor's Note: 
"Robbin' The N ail" will not 
appear this month. Sean and 
Ernmett have been given a grant to 
look into the recent urinal cake 
problem and should be back in the 
April edition of the Law News. 
Vol. 32, Issue 6 
Commute .. ........ .. From Page 4 
roughshod over property rights. 
Today, due to a lack of stewardship, 
private property owners hold mere title 
with all the liabilities, such as the 
"freedom" to pay taxes, but with no 
opportunity to freely develop their 
land. In effect, American real estate is 
now publicly owned, requiring govern-
ment permits and the blessing of 
community meetings for any allowed 
use. Is it Right to be Conservative 
when liberty to own is license to 
destroy - and government takes over 
property? 
When America was young, 
corporations were defined as "per-
sons" within the meaning of the 5th and 
14th Amendments. Santa Clara 
County v. Southern Pacific Railway, 
118 U.S. 394 (1886) citing The Santa 
Clara Railroad Tax Case, 9 Sawyer 
165,210 (9th cir. 1883) sub nom 
County of Santa Clara v. Southern 
Pacific R. Co. , 18 F. 385, 429 (9th 
Cir.1883)1 . The core argument was 
that corporations were merely state-
approved contractual relationships and 
thus, the existence of the corporate 
entity itself did not act to diminish the 
rights of the individuals that contracted 
together to form that entity. 
The Santa Clara decision 
was made during a time when the 
Court wanted provide incentives for 
industrial growth. Thus, under an 
expansive reading ofthe 5th and 14th 
Amendments, they recognized corpo-
rations as equal to living, breathing 
individuals under the law. In 2002, 
corporate landowners can exercise 
La Raza ............. . From Page 4 
come from all over the country, he was 
told that the Skyroom was not meant 
for such social purposes and that 
"those" judges were often rowdier 
than the students themselves. 
This insensitive remark turned 
into an insult when just days after we 
were denied the use of the Skyroom, a 
party was held in the Skyroom for one 
top administrator's hockey team. It 
was a slap in the face for La Raza 
students to ride the Tower elevator 
with drunken loud attendees ofthat 
party. 
An interesting spin to the story 
is that over three years ago, our 
student organization was scheduled to 
receive $10,000 as part of a will 
bequest of attorney Edward O. Reyes, 
a Hastings alum. Mr. Reyes left this 
money specifically to Hastings La Raza 
for "the encouragement of Latino 
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property rights as if they were living, W · th A St· ht F 
breathing stewards. Given the size and 1 ral g ac e 
breadth of corporate power today, is it by Deborah Lagularis, I L fessors describe contradictory deci-
Right for conservatives to bow to As a new law student, and a sions delivered by the same court as 
multi-national corporate power as if closet dictionary reader, I was de- "straight-face" decisions. As in, " ... the 
these entities were still small corporate lighted to discover legal slang. Pro- court handed down these decisions 
entities building America? Is it right to L-____________ --, with a straight face? How could that 
supply corporate welfare in the form of number of federal circuits attempted to happen?" 
loan and tax breaks to these giants apply it. In a decision from the United Two recent news items 
walking among us? Is it Right to States Court of Appeals for the Ninth illustrate the "straight-face" syndrome. 
outlaw growing of industrial hemp on Circuit, County of San Mateo v. First, the U.S . government said that it 
behalfofentrenchedcorporateoil Southern Pacific R. Co., 13 F. 145, would not operate adisinformation 
interests while feeding corporate farm 149 (9th Cir. 1882), Circuit Justice bureau, as it had previously planned, 
welfare to tobacco companies who Field discussed but did not reach the due to public outcry. According to the 
could instead be growing cellulose- question whether corporations were Guardian, a u.K. newspaper, the 
fiber rich hemp to supplant depen- legally defined as "persons" within the Pentagon has decided not to proceed 
dence on foreign oil? If we must have meaning of the 5th Amendment and the wi th a ''black propaganda" program 
Federal environmental and farm policy Equal Protection clause of the 14th that would seek to influence opinion 
at all, why can't Conservatives get it Amendment to the United States abroad regarding the "War on Terror-
Right? Constitution. However, along with The ism." Swamp land in Florida, or 
Prayer is banned from Railroad Tax Cases, cited below, this Brooklyn Bridge, anyone? The second 
public schools. How is it Right to discussion remains one of the clearest bit of news, from the New York 
argue for school prayer when no statements as to the wide applicability Times, provided highlights from Mr. 
school should be government-run in ofthe 14th Amendment. Bush's speech to the Chinese people. 
the first place? Isn' t education too In a later case that same "Chinese textbooks, Mr. Bush said, 
fundamental to leave to government year, The Railroad Tax Cases , 13 F. "talk of Americans bullying the weak 
stewardship? Oops, another oxymo- 722, 738-48 (9th Cir. 1882), the and repressing the poor." He said that 
ron: government stewardsfup. Why do Ninth Circuit held for the first time that another Chinese textbook published 
Conservatives build the Department of corporations were "persons" under last year teaches that F .B.1. agents are 
Education' s power over local control? those two Amendments and thus the used to repress the working people. 
Why is it now Right to trust our State of California could not apply Neither claim is true," Mr. Bush said. 
children to a Federal education taxation to railroads unequally because The disingenuousness of Bush' s 
monopoly? Why do they test my that would violate the Equal Protection assertions is evidenced by the actions 
Conservative religious faith in small clause ofthe 14th Amendment. There- of the present legal infrastructure in 
government? fore, the United States Supreme Court America Numerous historical inci-
Next month: When Liberals are Right could have used The Railroad Tax dents attest to the veracity of the 
and Conservatives are Left. Cases instead of The Santa Clara information in the Chinese texts. 
I Art Macomber is certainly not Right 
all the time. After the ratification of the 
14th Amendment on July 9, 1868, a 
students," because he was aware of 
the struggles that minority students face 
in law school. 
To date, La Raza has not seen 
any of this money. Zero. Nada. In 
good faith, the former La Raza presi-
dent who was given the $10,000 
check handed the money over to the 
Hastings administrators for safekeep-
ing. Apparently it is now so safe that 
no one I talk to seems to have any 
specific information. 
Recently, I made an effort to 
meet with Dean Kane regarding the 
possibility of developing matching 
contributions for our fundraising efforts 
to help pay back the $3000 loan we 
used for the national conference. Dean 
Kane's assistant was very upfront in 
declaring that Dean Kane informed her 
that she did not have money to support 
the conference. 
Although belated financial 
backing would be nice, ideally we 
Railroad Tax Case, 9 Sawyer 165, Recent history includes covert 
210 (9th cir. 1883) sub nom County operations against American working 
of Santa Clara v. Southern Pacific people such as the Counter Intelli-
R. Co. , 18 F . 385 (9th Cir. 1883). gence Program (COINTELPRO) 
would have appreciated the backing of 
the administration based on principle. 
Even a vague interest or recognition 
that La Raza enriched the Hastings 
community would have been wel-
comed. Boalt' s dean offered financial 
support and steadfast encouragement 
to that school' s students. Similarly, the 
dean at USF recently provided 
financial support to their La Raza 
organization for their conference. 
More importantly, that dean publicly 
app lauded his La Raza students for 
their efforts and recognized how his 
school has enjoyed benefits based on 
that group's involvements. 
We challenge Hastings to 
follow the examples of these other 
administrators to improve student-
administrator relations. La Raza 
supports Hastings, as is evident from 
our involvement in the school. We 
simply ask for some showing of 
support in return. 
operation. This particular program, 
named by J. Edgar Hoover in 1964, 
authorized the FBI to infiltrate domes-
tic political and social groups, inciting 
or attempting to incite them to extreme 
action. At the behest of the FBI, local 
police departments sometimes com-
mitted murder and falsely incriminated, 
indicted, and convicted members of 
those social and political groups for the 
commission of those murders. The 
COINTELPRO operation resulted in 
the deaths of innocent people and 
destroyed the lives of many others. 
FBI documents indicate that the 
Southern Christian Leadership Confer-
ence and the Student Non-violent 
Coordinating Committee were among 
the targeted organizations. At a 
minimum, students of 20th century 
history should recognize that neither 
the SNCC nor the SCLC were violent 
extremist hate groups. Bush could 
See Straight Face ...... ... . Page 8 
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Arts & Entertainment 
"Taste" 
by Alex Sood, 2L 
Navigating this city can be tough. 
Finding what you need and getting there is 
always a problem. Running around for 
this or that and then finding that when you 
get there they don't have what you want, 
or you're disappointed in the final prod-
uct. Well that doesn't have to happen 
anymore. What's that? You want it your 
way, the right way, right away? Well you 
don't have to search anymore. 
SPECIALTY FOOD PLACES 
Specialty items are a hassle to 
get in San Francisco. You know they are 
around, you can just never find what you 
are looking for. As a result endless time is 
wasted searching at places you hear have 
the ''best Romano in town" only to end up 
looking at the same tired blocks of off'-
yellow Safeway grade cheese. Well it isn't 
possible to tell you where to get every-
thing, but here are a couple of sure bets 
for the San Francisco area. 
Best Italian Deli: 
Luca Deli, 2120 Chestnut. 664-
3870. This place is incredible. At 2:00 
they're still lined up. Why? Because the 
sandwiches are out of control. They have 
breads listed by the baker and about 
three kinds from each. You can get sweet 
French from Bay Bakery or two other 
local bakers. Rosemary rolls from Bay or 
Ace Bakeries. They have pre-<ietermined 
"special sandwiches" for $3.99 or $4.99, 
or you can make up your own from any 
of the dozens of meats they have. Roast 
beefis fresh roasted, the Serrano ham is 
from a grate Spanish producer, and they 
have several different Prosciuttos and 
Mortadellas. If you have heard of it - they 
have it. And then there are the cheeses. 
Any kind of cheese you could conceive of 
putting on a sandwich they have and will. 
The things come piled high with lettuce, 
tomato, pickles, onions, and a blend of 
sweet pickled pepper relish that is totally 
out of this world It's sweet and slightly 
acidic with just a kiss of jalapeno heat. 
Make sure to specifY Dijon or they give 
you French's. They wrap the sandwiches 
in paper and you're on your way. This is 
the best place to grab a couple of 
"sandies" and some salads for a picnic or 
just for something to eat as you read your 
corps outline in the park or at "the beach." 
The deli also has fresh pastas, which are 
perfectly fonned and cook in a 3-5 
minutes. Ravioli arestuffed with the 
traditional beef and Swiss-Chard or 
triple-cheese, instead of the new-wave 
California Arugala and Roquefort, spinach 
ravioli, or grilled chicken and summer 
Talk a walk over the Golden Gate to the Marin Headlands beyond. Photo by Liam Quinn 
squash - (nothanks, Whole Foods). No, 
this is real old-school Italian. The place 
even has frozen single serving dishes for 
your freezer, a must have for the upcom-
ing exam season. You have to try this 
place out. 
Best Cheese Shop: 
Leonard's2001-Cheeseand 
Things. 2001 Polk at Pacific. This is areal 
cheese shop. They pretty much have it all. 
From aged Quebec Cheddars to Blue 
Shropfordshire. Ifit stinks they sell it. The 
great thing about this place is that for the 
same prices you would pay at Whole 
Foods or similar, you are getting a 
premium product that is largely unavail-
able elsewhere. From France they have: 
Roblochon, Brebiou, L' edel de Cleron 
and several Brie alternatives in various 
pungencies and cream levels. They have 
Fulvi, Mugellano andLoctelli Pecorino 
Romano's. Cheeses from cows, goats 
and sheep. Fresh milk cheeses and 
skimmed cheeses, ripened and un-
ripened - they leave no wheel un-sliced. 
Their cheeses come fonn every known 
market and even places you would not 
think of- New Zealand Ported Cheddar 
anyone? Waxed or molded these guys 
have it. The great thing is that ifit isn't too 
busy at Leonard's they will let you taste 
pretty much anything you want. That's a 
good thing when dealing with cheeses, as 
the smell alone will often tum people off' of 
the best ones and the most intensely 
flavored. At this place you'll know what 
See Taste ........ .. .. , ........ Page 7 
HLN's Very Own Top 10 Free Things To Do In SF: Did We Mention They're All Free? 
by Brooke Goolsby, 2L 
In an attempt to find the 
perfect outing for law students (read: 
cheap and easy), I, with the help of 
bay area city search, have complied a 
list of cool, free and cheap things to do 
in and around the city. Read, go and 
enjoy! 
Top 10 Free Attractions in SF: 
Golden Gate Park 
Golden Gate Park offers gardens, 
lakes, waterfalls, a Victorian conserva-
tory, a bandstand concourse, the 
Japanese Tea Garden, a polo field, a 
golf course, massive lawns and athletic 
fields, and a first-rate children's 
playground. 
Golden Gate Bridge 
For those of you who have only driven 
over the bridge, you cannot call 
yourself a San Franciscan until you've 
walked it. Best Lookout: On the 
Marin-side of the bridge, follow the 
droves of people to the most popular 
picture-taking spots in the Bay Area. 
Fisherman's Wharf 
Seems touristy and redundant, but you 
live in San Francisco so you gotta go 
at least once. Tip: Go early (sunrise 
time) to avoid the crowds and get the 
freshest catch in Fish Alley. 
Crissy Field Restored 
This asphalt hrrned lush park is 100-
acres and includes a restored 20-acre 
tidal marsh, a huge meadow, revital-
ized sand beaches and dunes, and 
thousands of restored native plants 
Twin Peaks 
Panoramic views of the city. Tip to 
avoid the Fog: Go for a night hike 
(bonus ifit's a full moon). Be sure to 
take a friend and a flashlight. 
Lombard Street 
It's actually not THE crookedest street 
in San Francisco, but who wants to 
wait in a line to drive down Alabama in 
Portrero Hill. Avoid the Cars: See it 
on foot and you'll avoid the traffic. 
Plus, if you start from the bottom you'll 
get a work out and some wonderful 
views of the city. 
Palace of Fine Arts 
Originally built in 1915 for the Panama 
Pacific Exposition, it was recon-
structed in the early 60s and now 
houses the Exploratorium and a 1,000 
seat theatre for film festivals, lectures 
and concerts. The grounds are 
incredible and you can make your trip 
there a romantic encounter by bringing 
wine and cheese to help you enjoy the 
surroundings. Caution: Beware the 
tourist buses. 
Muir Woods 
The Redwoods are incredible and you 
won't get over the fact that you are 
only a few miles out of the city. Re-
member to bring plenty of water and 
sOll1ething in case of rain. 
See Top 1 Q, . ........ : ........ Page 7 
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Taste ....... .. ....... .. From Page 6 
~ur getting into because the staff are very 
well informed and what they can't 
describe you have the chance to taste for 
yourself The rest of the store is pretty 
standard and there aren't too many 
standouts. But they do have walnut oil and 
aD.O.C. Modena Balsamic vinegar that 
is 25 years old and thick as molasses. If 
you can milk it they can make cheese 
from it And just like Ben Stiller said, "you 
can milk pretty much anything." 
Best Ten-DoUar Burger 
Street. 2141 Polk. 775-1055. 
TheRE.S.T. Along with the ''pretty 
people?" there are some hard-core Burgs 
at this open kitchen restaurant. The place 
is cramped, the service is friendly but 
overworked, and without reservations, 
you'll be waiting fora while on the Polk 
St sidewalk. And by overworked staff, I 
mean to say that although they are nice, 
they aren't always competent, they don't 
remember orders, if you phone them they 
are rude and all the other traps you'd 
expect of a restaurant that doesn't need 
your business-and these guys definitely 
don't Although generally this is a "date" 
place and is all too often filled with people 
trying to appeal to each other over a plate 
of stuffed pork chops (an odd choice of 
meals for a date), itis an ideal joint for you 
, and your mates to grab a couple of 
draughts and burgers and forget, although 
just for a moment, that you're a Law 
student If you can handle the lame 
"romance" scene of this place and the 
aforementioned staff-you will be 
rewarded with the best burger in San 
Francisco. It is fresh--ground, Niman 
Ranch Beef It comes on a toasty French 
roll They'll give you cheese, grilled onions 
and the rest of the usuals, plus all the Grey 
Poupon you need. And what of the sides? 
Well to complement this mammoth burger 
they serve some of the crispiest, thinnest 
most perfect fries you can get without the 
requisite double fringe method perfected 
at more upscale restaurants. They come 
with some, but get the basket - cuz your 
I 
Top IO ................ From Page 6 
Fleet Week 
For a weekend in September, step 
outside and see the dare devil antics of 
the Blue Angels. Other military and 
civilian pilots will swoop and dive 
above the city beginning at 11 am each 
day. Best Views: Marina Green, 
Aquatic Park, Fisherman's Wharf and 
Pier 39. 
Angel Island 
Make it a day: Take the ferry in the 
morning, bring a lunch, hike the peak 
and the perimeter and don't forget to 
bring your layers. 
going to need it! This place is no secret, 
and as a result, they have on more than 
one occasion run out ofburgers. Because 
they feature fresh-ground sometimes they 
just run out of the steak. The perils of the 
fresh-formed patty. But you know the 
difference when you bite into a medium-
rare Burger at this place - this is not 
McDonalds! There are no frozen patties 
in back. As for the other food - forget it. 
There is nothing here that you can't get 
somewhere else: better, cheaper, faster, 
prettier and with human service. Street, 
you've got some mean burgers, but when 
those go so does your restaurant 
DRY CLEANING: 
Okay so you've got that killer 
interview suit. But it happens to also do 
duty as your evening suit, your party suit, 
dinner-with-the-parents suit and date suit. 
Well that's a problem. All these Italian 
sandwiches, wine and cheese parties and 
$10 dollar burgers have left you with 
Marinara sauce on your sleeve, red wine 
on the cream colored suit, and lipstick on 
your collar- each of which can ruin your 
clothing. Getting those stains out can be a 
hassle. The wrong place costs too much 
and often they wreck the garment Well 
never send those clothes to the wrong 
place again. Get the results you need, at 
the right price 
The BEST: PeninouFrench 
Laundry and Cleaners. 751-9200. 3063 
Laguna at Greenwich. This place is great. 
The staffknows what's going on, they 
seem concerned and are generally helpful. 
They had better be; for the place's prices 
are outof control. I'm talking about prices 
that almost exceed the price of the thing 
your washing. We'll not quite, but you get 
thepoint Shirts laundered $3.00. Suits 
Dry Cleaned $27.00. I won't disclose the 
other prices but they are equally high and 
almost too painful to list. But for all this 
you are getting some terrific dry cleaning. 
A starched white shirt feels crisp and new. 
Yet the shirts remain soft to the skin and 
feel silky. They smell faintly oflavender 
and florals instead of the terrible antiseptic 
Best Cheap Seats in the Bay Area: 
Stern Grove Festival 
1broughout the summer (June-Aug.), 
enjoy they symphony,jazz muSic and 
pop sensations (Los Lobos has 
played) for free in an acoustically 
superb meadow surrounded by 
eucalyptus and redwood trees at the 
intersection of 19th Avenue and Sloat 
Boulevard. 
Theatre Bay Area 
Theatre Bay Area's Tix Booth near 
Union Square sells selected half-price 
tickets from Tuesday through Saturday. 
smell that usually permeates laundered 
shirts. Suits are carefully cleaned to avoid 
braising the threading or pulling the fibers. 
This ensures that your suit will last as long 
as possible and look as if you had just 
bought it. I am talking about laundry 
luxury. Moreover, they will deliver and the 
drivers are "knowledgeable, technically 
proficient and always willing to help," 
according to the centralized office on 
Sacramento Ave. (Although I personally 
have my doubts). Is it worth it? Well for 
most of your items there is absolutely no 
way you would use this service; but for 
your suits this place is the only place to 
use. If you go out and splurge on a great 
suit for your first day of work, or for 
interview season you cannot afford to 
take it to a place were the results will be 
uncertain. The wrong dry cleaner can ruin 
a suit perrnanently. Although you'll pay 
more - you know they will do it right. 
The BEST BET: G.F. Thomas. 
859, 14th St. Above Church and Market. 
These guys have been around since 1854 
- you don't stay in business by messing 
people's clothes up. The prices are fair, if 
a little high, but you can be sure that they 
will do it right and that the proper care is 
taken. At G.F. Thomas they strive to 
ensure that your clothes are cleaned with 
personal care. They do the cleaning on the 
premises, which results in a higher level of 
quality control. The personal touch 
doesn't end there, they will even remove 
your buttons and sow them back on after 
cleaning if your worried about them being 
damaged. They will pickup and deliver 
your cleaning for you (at an additional 
charge). Although the results are not on 
parwith Peninou, the difference is 
negligIble. They make sure that the shirts 
and pants are placed perfectly on the iron 
so that you don't get any bizarre creases 
or lines. You leave satisfied with the work 
and it doesn't cost an arm and a leg; but it 
still feels extravagant In short, this is the 
place your cleaning should go. Shirts 
laundered $1.45. Shirts Dry Cleaned 
$6.00. Trousers Dry Cleaned $5.95. 
Suits Dry Cleaned $13.00. Sweaters Dry 
Amoeba Records 
You think it's just a gigantic record 
store with cheap new CDs and even 
cheaper used CD's, but it also features 
free in-store performances such as 
Handsome Boy Modeling School; 
Guided by Voices, and DJ Vadim. 
First Thursdays 
Sponsored by The San Francisco Art 
Dealers Association, 23 dozen art 
galleries around the Union Square area 
open their doors from 5pm to 8pm the 
first Thursday of each month. Great 
art, good company and free merlot. 
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Cleaned $6.00. 
The BEST V ALUE: Galleria 
Tailors and Dry Cleaners. 133 Kearny 
second floor. 788-3452. OK so this is 
just a send away cleaner. They use one of 
the warehouse dry cleaners in South San 
Francisco. And yes they sometimes lose 
things, but they always find them laterthat 
day. But they are about half the price of 
the other places. You basically get what 
you pay for, but sometimes it makes sense 
to save. Sweaters won't last as long, and 
they do use harsh chemicals. But who 
cares? When you're cleaning the lower 
end stuff or things that you could do at 
home but don't want to deal with - send 
them here. They get it done very quickly, 
usuallywithnext day service ifit's in by 
about 2:00 pm. They don't bum your 
shirts and they pretty much get things 
done. No fuss, ho hassles -no English. 
Shirts laundered $1.25. Shirts Dry 
Cleaned $2.99. Skirts Dry Cleaned 
$4.95. Sweaters Dry Cleaned $4.00. All 
these prices are estimates as they continu-
ally vary depending on who's working 
that day, but hey, its kind of fim to see 
how the bill ads up. Never the same price 
twice - it's a great business model. But no 
matter how they add it up, it's always 
cheap. 
The SIGN of OUR TIMES: 
www.PtnpleTie.com.This fine establish-
ment did for dry cleaning and shoe 
polishing what Web Van did for grocery 
shopping. You set up an account, went 
on-line and they showed up, grabbed 
your unmentionables and later in the week 
your clothes showed up clean and ready 
to wear. Their prices were competitive 
and the results were consistently good. . 
And that is precisely why they have gone 
out ofbusiness. Well not quite out of 
business. They currently have "scaled 
down" from a growing nation-wide 
corporation to a South-Bay Only com-
pany. So if you live in Palo Alto or 
Mountain View,congratulations! Sort of. 
You will be able to use Pwple Tie, but you 
live on the peninsula 
Oakland Athletics 
Dollar nights offer $1 admission and 
$1 dogs. Plus, the Coliseum has 
veggie dogs for the herbivores that 
enjoy baseball. Check the official 
schedule for games. 
San Francisco Mime Troup 
When you see a truck with a red star 
on a black background in your local 
park this summer, make a detour and 
stick around for the show. This 
multicultural group creates its own 
politically radical satirical musicals that 
address serious issues. 
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COMM/ENT 
(Hastings Communications and Entertainment Law Journal) 
& 
University of Cali fomi a 
Hastings College of the Law 
present 
The 14th Annual Computer Law Symposium 
HASTINGS LAw NEWS 
"Digital Divide, Digital Opportunities" 
',.' 
Tuesday. March 19. 2002 
9:30 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
UC Hastings College of the Law Alumni Reception Center 
200 McAllister St. 
Sponsored by Cooley Godward LLP 
Please join COMM/ENT, government officials, academics, and prominent attorneys in an exploration of whether the Digital Divide is myth or reality, whether 
government intervention is required to close the gap, and how ownership of media outlets, FCC broadband regulations, laws related to the internet, and access to 
other information technologies are contributing to or bridging the Digital Divide both at home and abroad. 
Straight Face ....... From Page 5 "all political power in America is most benefit the top 12 of the top 1 % 
have said, 'Well, we once had terrible limited, and it is temporary, and only will be immediately repealed, since 
things such as this, but we no longer given by the free vote of the people." Bush also said that material gain should 
treat our citizens this way" ifhe were Does anyone remember the 2000 not be a top priority. Corporate 
interested in presenting even a diluted election, where Bush was selected as hegemony over our representatives is 
version of the truth to the Chinese. President by the Supreme Court, as on its way out. Oh, happy day. 
Still, he would be dissembling. the result of a case where he did not Further good news followed. 
The P.A.T.R.I.O.T. Act, a bill that even have legal standing to bring suit? 'The information that's provided to the 
passed with very limited public com- He must be ready to turn the Presi- public both at home and abroad needs 
ment in the wake of9111 , essentially dency over to Al Gore upon his return. to be accurate, as accurate as we can 
reconstitutes the FBI as a domestic ''Religious freedom should be make it," said the us vice-president, 
spying organization, also granting the welcomed rather than feared, ... and Dick Cheney, in a statement regarding 
CIA hitherto prohibited domestic he held up the United States as an the "black propaganda" plan. In light 
surveillance capabilities, thereby example of' a nation guided by faith.'" of this, we should anticipate full 
removing some crucial safeguards for WHAT? I don't know about you, but disclosure of Cheney's meetings with 
the American people. This new I am not comfortable with my destiny Kenneth Lay ofEnron and other 
erosion of rights began in 1995 with being guided by "faith." I expect my energy industry moguls. Some have 
the Anti-Terrorism and Effective Death representatives, who make decisions characterized these policies as a wish 
Penalty Act (AEDP A.) Many analysts that affect my life, to make those list for an "oiligopoly." These meetings 
of government policy contend that decisions based on exhaustive re- shaped the Bush Administration's 
COINTELPRO never went away and search and impartial empirical data. energy policy. Cheney will doubtlessly 
continues to operate. Now it has a To Bush's credi t, he main- apo logizefor failing to disclose this 
new name. tained that America seeks equality for information sooner, having caused the 
''Life in America shows that all of its citizens. " . . . like most nations, General Accounting Office to file suit 
liberty, paired with law, is not to be we're on a longjourney toward against him on February 22, 2002. He 
feared," Mr. Bush said. "In a free achieving our own ideals of equality will also be frank about the massive 
society, diversity is not disorder. and justice." Just imagine! That being profits that his company, Halliburton, 
Debate is not strife. And dissent is not his view, we should expect to see the made from dealing with Iraq despite 
revolution. A free society trusts its Equal Rights Amendment for women the sanctions that have been in place 
citizens to seek greatness in themselves supported by this administration. I since the Gulf War. Guess Cheney 
and their country." Don't you think it guess we can expect an immediate picks his terrorists based upon 
makes sense for us to anticipate the moratoriwn on the racist death penalty. whether they provide short-term 
quick repeal of the P.A.T.R.I.O.T. Act Strong affirmative action programs capital gains. 
and an end to domestic spying, must be on the way. Institutional What was the funniest line 
wiretapping, and newly invented covert racism and sexism in our legal during the recent presidential cam-
Orwellian surveillance and identifica- structures will no longer be tolerated paign? 'The Republican Party' s idea 
tion techniques in view of this asser- by either Republicans or Democrats. of diversity is candidates from two 
tion? Job training, universal health care, and different oil companies." 
In an amazing demonstration affordable housing must be just around As an illustration of just one 
of forgetfulness, Bush maintained that the corner. The recent tax cuts that alarming assault on freedom of speech, 
I include the report of another Hastings 
student that political efforts in L.A. 
have resulted in the removal of Korans 
from the shelves of public school 
libraries. According to those who led 
the effort, the book's historical account 
of religious struggle between Jews, 
Christians, and Muslims over the 
supremacy of each faith ' s version of 
"God" amounts to hate speech against 
Jews because it highlights their efforts 
to oppress Islam as evil and is thus not 
worthy of public school shelves. By 
corollary, does that mean every history 
book or religious text that has a biased 
account of a struggle is not worthy of 
library shelves? If that were the case, 
we would soon be left with nothing but 
Dr. Seuss. Not to disparage Seuss. 
Green Eggs and Ham is a classic. 
I value my right to point out 
illegal governmental acts and take 
action against them. I trust that many 
of you do as well. Bush and Cheney' s 
statements, against the backdrop of 
history and current events, qualify as 
"straight face" pronouncements. We 
cannot afford willful blindness regard-
ing the policies and actions of our 
government. If we do not pay atten-
tion, we are playing with social and 
political dynamite. The most dariiaging 
aspects 0 f the P.A. T .R.I. O. T. Act do 
not even have a sundown provision. 
Thus, when the understandable 
concern about terrorism wanes, we 
will continue to suffer repression and 
perhaps the same kind of irreparable 
harm that thousands before us have 
suffered. 
Casper. .... ............ From Page 
continue to be mindle~~ly rclcrred to 
a~ ··nation-~tate~:· I"c\\' indeed Illatch 
the ~tandard de linition ofa nation, 
which denotc~ a high degree of shared 
iden tit and ha~ come 10 be marked 
\\'ith ~ trong racist ovcnone~. Casper 
referred to the fact o r~ u~ed by Lord 
Renfrew to delinc a nation, including 
shared land , comillon de~cent, shared 
language, common be lid~, ~c1 f-
awareness. shared hi~tory and myths 
ofOl"ig in. commu nity ofcus tom~, and a 
name to express group idelllity. Most 
nations today don't approach anything 
like ethnic homogeneity, and even 
before the Twentieth Century nati ons 
like France were actually patchworks 
ofdiffe relll ethnic groups and local 
dialec ts. French did not come to be 
the universal language wi thin France 
unLiI after the Revolution. 
The legal concept of national -
ity, Casper pointed out, shares none of 
the Renfrew factors. It is a pure ly legal 
categori zation. According to tradit ional 
illlernationall aw, states were free to 
confer nationality however they saw tit. 
This led to obvious problems, most 
notably the Third Reich's denial of the 
benetits .of nationality to the Jewish, 
Gypsy, and other marginalized popula-
tions even we ll before the Final 
Solution was implemented. These 
measures were rarely complained orin 
the international community prior to the 
in vasion of Poland and the commence-
ment of open hostilities. The internment 
of Japanese-Americans is another 
example of de facto denial of national-
ity to a disfavored group. 
Since those dark days , the 
Uni versal Declaration of Human Ri ghts 
has recognized a right to nationality, 
and a right not to be arbitrarily de-
Rhodes ........ ...... .. From Page 
in con versation for 5-10 minutes 
before e merge nc y se rvices arrived . 
As the sirens from approac hing fire 
trucks became aud ibl e, the wo man 
became espec iall y agitated, and 
Rhodes repon ed that she bega n 
act ive ly trying to spark the li ghter. 
Because he r hands we re doused in 
li ghter fluid , the woman had appa r-
ent difficulty startin g li ghter, and 
thi s gave Rh odes the opportunity 
to disarm her. 
As she stru ggled with the 
I ighte r, Rhodes ~pran g, usi ng what 
he ca ll ed the " twist lock" to immo-
bilize her until emerge ncy se rvices 
co uld take ove r. Th e wo man 
continued to stru gg le eve n after 
privedthereoL On ly recen tl y, recogni-
tion has also made that states ha ve an 
artirmative obli gati on to protect their 
nat ionals. Th is represents a radical 
change from the black leuer law. 
Casper bewailed the inequity 
which allows ollyone born within the 
terri tory of the United States to claim 
citi zenship rights andlhe right to be 
e lected President, and which prevents 
"Poor Gerhard," an expert on Ameri -
can Constitutional Law, Crom ever 
holding the highest offi ce simply 
because he is a naturalized, not a 
natural born , citi zen . This rule has had 
ever, culminating in the landmw'k case 
of U.S. V. Wong Killl A rk , whic h held 
thatlhe Chinese Exc lusion Act not-
wi thstanding, a child born in the Uni ted 
State~ to Chinese subjec ts is a U.S. 
citizen. 
Casper pointed out thai 
passports arc becom ing increasingly 
analogous to credi t cards, with many 
international travelers cmrying three or 
more. One response, by the United 
Kingdom, has been to begin requiring 
an oath of all egiance and some rudi -
mentw'y knowledge of nati onal tradi -
ti ons (which the United States has 
more equitable consequences, how- done since the Naturalizat ion Act of 
Another successful year for the Hastings Publ ic Interest Law Foundation was 
capped by the annual HPll..F Auclion. The auction , which included student 
donations fo r the first time, raj sed almost $22,000 to be used as fe llowship 
grams for students spending their summer practicing public interest law. 
Haslings sludenls panicipaling in the silenl poni on or the 2002 HPlLF Auc li on. 
San Francisco Police arri ved on 
sce ne , and fina ll y Rhodes managed 
to handcuff the woman. While 
subduing her, Mr. Rhodes noti ced 
sca rs on her forearm s fro m what he 
ca lled "prev ious sui cide attempts." 
Beca use she was doused in 
li ghte r fluid , police and emergency 
services were un sure how to 
transfer the woman to a hos pital. 
Afte r about 45 minutes, a Hazmat 
team arri ved to ensure safe trans-
port . Afte r she departed th e sce ne, 
th e Hazmat team entered the 
bui lding to ensure the safe ty of the 
rest of the tenants in side . Upon 
in spec ti on, they found li ghter fluid 
throughout a number of hallways of 
the 270 McA lli ster apartments. A 
Pharo by Sean Welch 
number o f tenants reported that 
she had tri ed to igni te two fl oors o f 
the building. Upon fUlther investiga-
tion, it was di scovered that the woman 
had actuall y set fire to the carpet in 
one of the rooms. No real damage 
was done as the fire burned itsel f out. 
Due to the ex trao rdinary 
occ urrences they enco unter on 
weekend s in the Tenderloin , the 
Has tings Security Guards have a 
titl e for their weekend exp loits 
when the students and faculty are 
away. After parti cul arl y strange 
encounters, they simply say, " OilY 
givell Sunday," letting the state-
ment tra il off because , for them, 
nothing more need be said. 
lt should be sa id that thi s 
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1795). 
Whi le the ideal type of citi zen-
ship has been that of allegiance to one , 
and only one, country, it has been 
poss ible since as long ago as ancien t 
Rome to have both a legal and a 
natural fatherland. [n the United States, 
thi s has always been the case despite 
the myths. During the Nineleenth 
Century, 60% of i mmigrams returned 
to their lands of origin , and separate 
language education was qu ite common. 
The traditional approach to 
issues of dual ci tizenshjp has been to 
require a choice, but the US Supreme 
Court has denied the government the 
power to require new citizens to give 
up their prior citizenship. Even if an 
"expatriating act" (e.g., service in a 
fore ign rnilitary) has been committed, it 
must be shown that it was done with 
the intent to relinquish citizenship. 
Gerhard noted that relinquishjng one's 
US citizenship is a very difficult thing to 
do, recalling a bizarre phone call from 
the US Embassy in Ottawa regarding 
an insane former student trying to 
renounce her citizenship and for some 
reason giving him, her fOlmer law 
school dean, as a reference to the 
embassy staff. 
On the whole, Casper noted that 
concepts of citizenship are weakening 
given increased mobility, negative 
connotations of nationali sm, and the 
creation of supra-national territorial 
entities such as the European Union. 
As war disappears as a means of 
conducting intemational politics, so 
citizenship vi ltues, rooted in the need 
to have citizens ready to sacrifice 
themsel ves for the good of the state, 
are less and less highly stressed. 
Casper drew no conclusions as to 
whether this is a positive or a negative 
development. 
ex ploit was nothing new fo r 
Rhodes. For example, during past 
weekends on duty at Has tings he 
has halted a dru g deal in front of 
campus and preven ted a car theft. 
Sunday, February 17, was just another 
given Sunday to face, only this time he 
managed to save a life in the 
process . 
Rom ney Rhodes has been a 
Security Guard at Has tings for 
approximately 18 months . He 
chose thi s line of work because it 
afforded him the opportunity to 
work in the fie ld of law enfo rce-
ment and, he sa id , because hi s goa l 
was " to help people. " Give n his 
recent hero ism, il is c lear he is 
li ving up to hi s goa l. 
-
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Editorial 
Alumni Matter To 
Their Alma Mater 
Spring commencement ceremonies will take place in a few months at 
more than 200 law schools around the country. If you are a 3L and graduating 
this spring, do not view your commencement ceremony as the end of your 
association with Hastings. Alumni giving i8crucial to all institutions ofhigher 
education, public and private. Yes, Hastings receives funding from the state but 
that does not mean its expenses are covered. It is time for graduating 3L's and 
other young grads to break the cycle of poor alumni giving and become the 
lamplighters for future Hastings students. 
The image of a lamplighter is well-known. We identify with and under-
stand the role of the lamplighter because books, plays, and movies describe the 
quiet and unassuming work done each day as darkness fell. Without the 
lamplight, the day's work and pleasant pastimes were over. However, as the 
lamplighter finished his task, faithfully going from lamp to lamp, bringing light 
wherever he walked, life was extended for additional hours and the day dido't 
end with each sundown. 
The work of the lamplighter is like a lot of things we take for granted. 
The lamplighter walked down the streets at dusk, stopping only to bring light-
always leaving something behind as he went along. In fact, he was so faithful, so 
unassuming and consistent, that his work would have been noticed more by its 
absence than by its presence. 
The University ofCaIiforrua system ranks second nationally in 
fundraising, following only the Salvation Army. Private giving helps UC fund 
student financial aid, education and research programs and campus construction. 
Si!lCe Hastings is financially independent from the UC system it must fundraise 
on its own. Our current alumni giving rate is well below 20%. It isn't nearly 
enough to fund everything on campus. When was the last time your student 
organization or academic department was financially able to do everything it had 
planned to do for the year? 
Thus, it becomes apparent that alumni are essential to the continued 
success of Hastings. By serving as volunteer leaders, participating in campus and 
regional activities, and providing financial support, alumni enrich the school 
immeasurably. In particular, the community offaculty and students benefit greatly 
from their interactions with alumni. And as leaders in the legal, bu~iness, and 
public arenas, alumni are the school's most valuable ambassadors. 
Alumni who stay active with their law school by joining an alumni 
association and giving back are those lamplighters. They reinvest in the college 
by supporting the goals and objectives of its leadership. They become ambassa-
dors for their college or university. Graduates should take a few minutes of their 
very valuable time and learn as much as they can about Hastings alumni associa-
tion as well as the subjects and departments with which they identify. Find out 
what their strengths are today; find out what their needs are and how you might 
assist them. Tell others what you know and what you've leamed. 
Years of experience have shown that it is not what you accumulate, but 
what you give that provides significantly in one's life. It doesn ' t even have to be 
financial. You can be a moot court coach, return to campus to mentor current 
students, or assist students in career connection activities such as job fairs. 
Alumni are a link to the "real world." Every dollar given back to Hastings helps 
in more ways than one. Hastings admits students without regard to financial 
status. It can only do so because its aid program provides financial aid for more 
than 80% ofL!J.e school's students. Additionally, tuition revenues cover approxi-
mately 25% of the cost of a student's education, with the remaining 75% being 
@-'H SCfIII'( BUT I tMVE';r If~ fOIt 1t>t¥\'d 
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covered mainly by the state and alumni gifts. The past and present generosity of 
alumni keeps tuition costs down. 
Alumni and reunion gifts allow Hastings to maintain an optimal faculty/ 
student ratio, and provide funding for a variety of academic programs, including 
Moot Court and Appellate Advocacy; Public Interest Law; Environmental and 
Natural Resources Law & Policy; Negotiation & Mediation; and more. Further-
more, alumni enable Hastings to recruit and retain the best new faculty, and to 
provide adequate salaries given the high cost ofliving in the Bay Area. 
Fifteen percent ofthe annual U.S. News and World Report Law School 
Ranking is based on "faculty resources." Last year, Hastings was ranked 36 in 
the nation overall. The faculty resources ranking is based on average expendi-
tures per student for instruction, library, and supporting services; student/teacher 
ratio; and average per-student spending on all other items, including financial aid; 
and total number of volumes and titles in library. The more money the school 
has to spend on faculty and students, the higher the national ranking in U.S. 
News. 
An education at Hastings opens doors to practice in the very best law 
firms, but it also opens doors to clerkships, professorships, and positions in all 
levels of government, and to jobs in public interest, consulting, investment 
banking, venture capital, and entrepreneurship. If you're graduating this spring, 
reinvest your time and energy into Hastings by joining the alumni association. The 
Hastings Alumni Association strives to use alumni knowledge, skills and exper-
tise for the benefit of the school. Alumni are the lifeblood of any college or 
university. As a graduate, you are vital to Hastings' future successes. Graduates 
are the products that countless numbers (lffaculty and staffworked to support 
and share with the world. Please, when you graduate be like the lamplighters of 
old, and leave behind a little new light. 
olwne 32, Issue 6 
ILetters to the Editor I 
Hastings Parking Garage DEIR 
With Hope For A More Inclusive Technically Sophisticated Approach 
freeway that severed the Hayes Valley 
neighborhood, and the fortress-like 
public housing in the Western Addi-
tion. Both projects, because of inc on-
siderate, top-down decision-making, 
replaced well-built housing crafted in 
styles that are today widely admired in 
other parts of the city. 
questions. 
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analysis, and organizing necessary to 
address such a complex project 
proposal. 
Iwi ll also write about the 
experience and knowledge gained by 
students from contacting faculty to 
request assistance in better under-
standing the substantive details and 
procedural requirements ofthe garage 
proj ect. I need to write this because 
the various professors who we have 
contacted are too afraid to make their 
own comments. It is astonishing that 
Hastings has not only refrained from 
soliciting input from its in-house 
experts, but has refused to listen to the 
unsolicited recommendations of its 
faculty. Hastings faculty has not only 
been fearfu l of their professional 
I want to address the proce-
dural inadequacy of the project. I am 
a joint degree student wi th Hastings 
and the Masters program in City and 
Regional Planning at UC Berkeley, 
and I have worked locally and region-
ally in environmental and city planning 
over the past few years. In a nutshell , 
the garage planning process has thus 
far been amateurish in caliber, short 
and narrow sighted in scope, and 
arrogant in its exclusivity. 
I would characterize the 
approach of the Hastings' Administra-
tion, as both the lead agency and 
project sponsor, as unfortunately 
exemplifying an Urban Renewal 
mentality. A clear and myopic course 
has been pursued, permitting, let alone 
inviting, the interests of stakeholders, 
through meaningful involvement, into 
the planning process. The reprehen-
sible results of this formula have been 
well documented over the past 150 
years. Local examples, in neighbor-
hoods situated adjacent to the Ten-
derloin/Civic Center include the 
Planners have leamed from 
such mistakes, and have developed a 
variety of widely-used mechanisms to 
ensure the mistakes are not repeated . 
The SF Planning Department's ' 'Better 
Neighborhoods" process has gener-
ated a plan to replace the central 
freeway and HUD and local housing 
authorities have constructed new 
public housing with a design scheme 
that reflects cutting-edge co mmunity 
development principles. 
Students were first informed 
about the project from a long and 
convoluted memo drafted by Dean 
Kane in November, at the height ofthe 
exam preparation frenzy. The tone of 
the memo conveyed that the proj ect 
was a done deal, and that adequate 
research and analysis had led them to 
the decision. Students were not 
informed, however, about channels of 
involvement in the EIR process until 
we passed the 100 McAllister Tower 
or the garage site and saw the posted 
notice. The notice was not posted at 
either of the two main buildings where 
all students are present, the 198 and 
200 McAllister bui ldings. Nor was 
notice given by memo in our student 
folders, by the well-established 
campus-wide e-mail system, or by an 
adequately publicized on-campus 
forum about the project. Adding insult 
to injury, those few students who have 
been able to make the time to become 
informed were greeted in an intimidat-
ing fashion when we requested copies 
of the DEIR from David Seward's 
office, facing questions about our 
name, connection to the school, and 
our reasing for wanting a copy of the 
report. The deck has been stacked 
against already overburdened students, 
who have had to scramble this past 
month to do the extensive research, 
interests beingjeopardized by speak- -.-
ing out, but are even scared to drop by 
and pick up a copy ofthe DEIR on 
Why hasn't Hastings em-
ployed these easily accessible, proac-
tive, win-win tools? Is it out ofigno-
rance and incompetence, or is it . 
because they don' t care what students, 
faculty, staff, or the general public 
think? My answer is "yes" to both 
Marchi April Events Calendar 
their own. Students have had to 
provide copies to faculty who are 
critical of the proposed project. 
I am outraged about Hastings ' 
conduct thus far in the process and 
hope they will change their self-
destructive direction by adopting a 
more inclusive and technically sophisti-
cated approach. 
Submitted by: 
Kevin Aaron, 1 L 
American Conservatory Theater 3/18/02 "Janet Leigh." Spotlighting the movie career of Leigh, star of Touch of Evil, The Manchurian Candidate and Psycho. 3/ 22-3124 "The Difficulty 
of Crossing a Field." A major new music-theater piece produced by the American Conservatory Theater and Kronos Quartet about a Rashomon-like mystery about the strange and 
unexpected disappearance of an plantation owner. (Theater Artaud, 450 Florida Street.) 412402 "The Glass Menagerie ." Tennessee William's haunting classic will changed the landscape 
of world theater again with the production directed by Laird Williamson. Located at 415 Geary Street. For information call (41 5) 749-2250. 
San Francisco Ballet As America's oldest professional ballet company and on its 69th repertory season from January through May 2002, San Francisco Ballet continues to commission 
new works and exciting ballet performances with a total of 60 performances for the upcoming year. Call for ticket release date and schedule listings. 3126 - 4/4 "Bright Sheng Comes to 
San Francisco." Composer Sheng will take part in a symposiwn for the world premiere ofHelgi Tomasson' s "Chi-Lin." April 2,3,5, 7,11 & 13: A Garden, Chil-Lin, Later and Black Cake 
April 4,6,9, I 0, 12 & 14: L ' Arlesienne, Continuum and Death of A Moth April 23-28: Silver Ladders and Possokhov World Premiere-Sandpaper Ballet. Performances at the War Memorial 
Opera House. Call (415) 865-2000 for information. 
San Francisco Opera World-renowned company presents its 79th repertory season September through January, with additional performances in June and July. Evening performance 
times vary; matinees are noted. 3124/02 "Schwabacher Debut Recital." Highly acclaimed soprano Laura Claycomb with pianist Peter Grunberg will perform together. 
417/02 "Elena Bocharova and Brad Alexander." Mezzo-soprano Elena and baritone Brad will feature Schwnann 's Dichterliebe and Russian Songs. 4119-4/28 "La Finata Giardiniera," by 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. Showcasing the 2002 Adler Fellows, the ri~ing stars of San Francisco Opera, director Roy Rallo 's new production wrings fresh blood out of Mozart's rarely 
performed comedy. Most shows at 8 pm. Tickets can be purchased for $40-$150 or $30 the day of the show. Go to www.sfopera.comor call (415) 864-3330 for more information. 
San Francisco Symphony 312 1-3/23 "Conductor Hugh Wolff." Wolfflead the San Francisco Symphony in Richard Strauss' s also Sprach Zarathustra, Opus 30, and Sir Edward Elgar's 
Cello Concerto in E minor, and Opus 85 . 3/24/02 "Soprano Jessye Norman." Norman will perform Franz Schubert's epic song-cycle Winterreise, in a special recital presented by the San 
Francisco Symphony (SFS). 7 :30 pm. Located at Davies Symphony Hall. Tickets can be purchased for $40-$1 50 or $30 the day of the show. Go to www.sfopera.com or call (41 5) 864-3330 
for more information 
Now - 3/31102 Best of Broadway "Jitney." Curran Theatre. First play in Aug~st Wilson ' s I O-cycle drama looks at the crisis faced by a family and a neighborhood as they struggle to 
survive amid cultural and economic pressures. For information call (415) 551-2075. 
3/19/02 - 6114/02 SFJAZZ SFJAZZ Spring Season 2002 brings you five weekends of world-class live jazz, each exploring an instrument or theme in an program of concerts, fIlms, panel 
discussions , family matinees and educational progra. For information call (415) 788-7353 . 
4/5/02 Opening Day at the Ball Park San Francisco Giants Opening Day at Pacific Bell Park. Get your tickets while you can. 
4/13/02 - 4121102 Cherry Blossom Festival and Parade Two consecutive weekends of performances, crafts, food, martial arts and exhibitions in Japantown. April 13-14 & 20-21. Colorful 
parade from Civic Center to Fillmore on Sunday, April 21 at 12:30 pm. For information caU (415) 563-2313. 
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